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Preface
In recent years, members of the accounting
profession have become increasingly aware of
the benefits derived from the use of elec
tronic data processing by business enterprises
and public institutions. These benefits
have included increased speed in the process
ing of data, a high degree of accuracy,
and the ability to produce informative analyses
and reports.
Such benefits provide an incentive for CPA
firms to consider using electronic data
processing. However, the variety and complexity
of means for utilizing electronic data
processing are such that even an experienced
practitioner finds it difficult to evaluate
the available options—in-house computer,
service center, timesharing, and so forth. For a

data processing novice, the task is even
more formidable. Therefore, it is appropriate for
the AICPA to provide the profession with
as much guidance as possible regarding the use
of electronic data processing by a CPA firm.
The computer applications subcommittee
was appointed to determine the desirable
features of the data processing applications for
CPA firms and approaches to selecting the
equipment, software, and services for these
applications. Previous publications in this series
are Guidelines for General System Specifica
tions for a Computer System, Guidelines to
Assess Computerized Tax Return Systems,
and Guidelines to Assess Computerized
General Ledger and Financial Reporting
Systems for Use in CPA Firms.

v

Introduction
These guidelines were developed to assist
CPAs who have a limited knowledge of electronic
data processing to assess computerized
time and billing systems for use in their
practices.
There are many benefits of using a com
puterized time and billing system in a CPA firm.
A computerized system can provide billing
information for each client and, using the same
data, can provide additional management
information critical for planning the firm’s growth
while controlling day-to-day operations.
Specific benefits include
• Standardization of time and billing proce
dures, including regular due dates for
time reporting and client billing.
• Early indication of potential billing problems

that should be addressed by firm
management.
• Increased control over cash flow through more
timely billing and better credit and
collection procedures.
• Improved management and engagement
analysis information for controlling staff
productivity and engagement profitability.
• Centralized control over time and billing
activities.
Whatever the reason for a firm’s interest,
the firm should systematically investigate com
puterized systems to avoid becoming confused
by the many technical and economic factors
involved. The firm should understand the
available data processing options and
should use formal investigation and evaluation
approaches.

Overview of Data Processing Options
The basic data processing options available to a
CPA firm are in-house computers and data
processing services.
The installation of com
puter equipment on a firm’s premises to
perform data processing jobs is commonly
referred to as an in-house computer option. A
variation of this option is the rental of
computer time segments from other organiza
tions having in-house computers; this is
commonly referred to as a leased time or block
time rental option.
The term computer is applied to a broad
range of equipment. This can be confusing
to the inexperienced user. Some small business
computers (often called minicomputers) are
more powerful than larger computers.
Under the in-house computer option, the
firm may also purchase or rent computer
programs (software) to process its jobs, or it may
choose to have its own personnel develop
these programs. Software for all types of com
puters is available from many sources.
Application software for the smaller computer
installation can often be obtained from the
equipment vendor or from an independent
software supplier. Software for larger computer
installations may also be obtained from
In-House Computer.

these sources but is frequently developed by
the user’s personnel.
An in-house system used only for client
billing may not be economically feasible for a
small firm; however, when combined with other
applications that a firm may want to provide
for its clients, an in-house system may be
justified.
A data processing
service is a commercial organization that
sells computer services. Under the data process
ing service option, a firm is not involved in
operating the equipment that actually performs
the processing, but the firm’s personnel may
prepare input to, or receive output from, the
service. A firm should consider the following
data processing services:
Data Processing Service.

• A service center is a company that accepts
input, physically transported from a firm
by messenger or mail, in the form of source
documents or machine-readable media pre
pared by the firm’s personnel. The firm
and the service center agree on a printed
output, which the center will deliver to the
firm. Software for applications processed by a
service center is typically provided by the
center.1

1 For a complete discussion, see Audits of Service-Center-Produced Records (New York: AICPA, 1974).
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• A timesharing service is a company that
makes a central computer available for use
through a connection to a terminal device
on a firm’s premises and charges fees
for use of computer time and data storage.
Software for applications processed by
a timesharing service is often provided by the
timesharing service vendor but may be
obtained from independent sources or
developed by the user’s personnel.
• Remote batch services are hybrids of the
service center and timesharing approaches.

A terminal device on a firm’s premises
is used to prepare and transmit input data for
processing and to receive output. This
mode of operation differs from timesharing
because the processing is not on-line and
does not provide immediate output. The
output is usually transmitted back to the
terminal several hours later (possibly over
night). Generally, the volume of input and
output data is much largerthan in timesharing,
and, for that reason, faster terminals are
used.

System Selection Approach
The variety and complexity of the available data
processing options and equipment can lead
to a preoccupation with equipment, which con
fuses the task of selecting a system. A
firm should be careful to use a system selection
approach that emphasizes its information
needs and that treats the data processing
options as tools that can be used to meet these
needs. A desirable approach involves the
following three phases:
• System specifications. The starting point in
system selection should be a determination
of the specifications that a computerized
time and billing system must meet in order to
fulfill the firm’s objectives in adopting
the system.
• Request for proposals. The second phase

should be to request specific equipment
or service proposals from vendors of data
processing equipment and services.
• Evaluation and selection. The final phase
should be to evaluate the proposals accord
ing to how well they meet the firm’s
system specifications. The approach pre
sented in these guidelines applies a rating
scheme that assigns point values for the
various specifications. Each vendor’s pro
posal receives a numeric score. This score
can then be related to the cost of the proposed
system to determine which vendor best
matches the specifications at the lowest cost.
Before selecting a system, a firm should
also contact present users of the proposed
systems to determine their level of satis
faction.

Overview of These Guidelines
These guidelines cover the following material
intended to assist a CPA firm in applying
the selection approach described above:
• Suggested features and characteristics of
computerized time and billing systems
that could become the basis for a firm’s
system specifications.
• Suggested approaches to defining the firm’s
requirements for system features and work
load capacity.
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• A summary of the advantages and disadvan
tages of various data processing options
(in-house computer, service center, and so
forth) for time and billing.
• Appendixes containing workpaper forms that
a firm can use in defining specifications
and in selecting a computerized time and
billing system.

System Specifications
Determining system specifications should be
the first phase in the selection of a computerized
time and billing system. The specifications
should define the characteristics needed in the
system and the conditions under which it

will be acquired, as well as the criteria that will
be used to evaluate potential vendors or
suppliers. These specifications can be cate
gorized as general specifications and applica
tion specifications.

General Specifications
General specifications define the characteristics
that are desirable for any application in
terms of performance, reliability, environment,
contractual arrangements, and cost.2 They apply
to time and billing systems in the following
ways:
• The system should effectively perform the
firm’s time and billing tasks within an
acceptable turnaround time. Turnaround time
is defined as the length of time it takes
to receive input, perform processing, and
produce finished output.
• To be used and managed effectively, a system
must have adequate documentation.3 It is
especially important to have adequate user
documentation to promote effective communi

•

•
•

•

cation between the persons in the firm
who use the system and the operating
personnel.
The system should include adequate data
controls and security to provide reliable data
processing. It is very important that the
system’s data controls ensure balancing,
detect coding errors, and provide an adequate
audit trail.
The system should easily integrate with
the firm’s environment and organization.
Acquisition of the system should be based on
a proper business relationship between its
seller and the firm.
The system should be obtainable at a justifi
able cost.

Application Specifications
Application specifications define the capabili
ties and features required for particular
applications. Essential capabilities and features
for a system should be included in the firm’s
minimum specifications for a computerized
time and billing system. The need for these
minimum features is unchanging; that is, no
matter how procedures are modified, the pro
cessing that requires these features must be
performed. They cannot be ranked in order
of importance because, lacking any one, the
system would not be able to complete its
required tasks.
System capabilities and features that are
nonessential but desirable should also be con
sidered in selecting a system. In these guide
lines, they are classified as additional features.
The absence of an additional feature is not
usually sufficient reason to eliminate a

system from consideration; however, any or all
of the additional features presented in these
guidelines could be considered essential
to a particular firm and included in its minimum
system specifications. Additional features have
the following characteristics:
• They improve the system’s performance.
• They provide a capability significantly
greater than some minimum feature.
• They can be ranked, since some features are
more desirable than others.
• They are desirable until obtaining them
becomes too costly.
• They form the basis for selection between
eligible systems (those that meet the firm’s
minimum specifications) because they are
the features that differentiate one system from
another.

2 Guidelines for General System Specifications for a Computer System (New York: AICPA, 1976).
3 Guidelines for General System Specifications, page 4.
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Defining Specifications for
a Time and Billing System
Firm Profile
The first step in establishing system specifica
tions for a time and billing system is to define
the firm's information requirements and to
estimate its anticipated transaction volumes. A
structured approach is recommended, since
it reduces guesswork in determining essential
and nonessential reporting features and in fore
casting the transaction volume that must
be processed during peak periods. To obtain
this information, it is necessary to review the
firm’s current and projected organization
structure and to record the firm’s requirements
in a systematic manner. A firm profile worksheet
can be used to serve as a guide for collecting
the necessary information.

Firm Profile Worksheet. The firm profile work
sheet, illustrated in figure 1, is used to sum
marize the information needed to determine the
firm’s requirements for a time and billing system.
A blank firm profile worksheet is provided in
Appendix 1.
A word of caution may be in order. Experi
ence has shown that CPAs tend to be too
conservative in estimating the future growth of
their firms. Five years down the road, a system
that still has excess capacity will prove to be a
better bargain than one that is inadequate
and has been continually patched to keep it
going. In developing projected requirements,
be optimistic!

FIGURE 1
FIRM PROFILE WORKSHEET

1. Staff Information

Number of
Clerical staff
Professional staff
Partners
Firm members with billing responsibility
Employee classifications
2. Client Information

Number of
Clients
Separate concurrent engagements for each client
(maximum)
Client entity types (corporations, trusts, etc.)
Client industry types
3. Firm Information

Number of
Offices
Departments
Chargeable activities
Nonchargeable activities
Expense categories
Billing rates for each employee (maximum)
4. Work Load Information

Number of
Time reporting periods per month (maximum)
Time sheets per time reporting period
Client invoices per month
Accounts receivable
Cash receipts and adjustments per month
4

Current
Requirements

Projected
Requirements
in Five Years

System Features
After completing the firm profile worksheet, the
CPA relates the firm’s requirements to the
features of computerized time and billing
systems. The features to be considered involve
the system’s performance and reliability and the
reports that it will produce.
Performance and reliability features relate
to the operation of the system. In data process
ing, three very important factors must be
considered:
• The technical proficiency required to use the
system.
• The degree of accuracy and the audit trail
provided by the system.
• The speed, efficiency, and simplicity of the
system’s processing.
In order to evaluate performance and reliability,
it is very helpful to contact firms currently

using the system and to observe the operation of
the system while it is performing jobs similar
to those that the firm expects to perform.
The reports produced by the system can
usually be determined by examining vendor
literature and by reviewing actual printed output
from the system.
Any system being considered must contain
certain minimum features that facilitate
implementation, usage, and economical, effi
cient operation. Using data collected on
the firm profile worksheet, the CPA can deter
mine the need for additional features to satisfy
a particular firm’s more complex needs.
These features should also be included in the
firm’s minimum specifications. Additional
features that are desirable but not required can
become the basis for selection between
eligible systems.

Performance and Reliability Features
The basic performance and reliability features
generally found in computerized systems are
discussed in this section.
Input Control and Editing. It is important for
the system to minimize errors by checking
the accuracy of input data before the computer
files are updated. If the input control and
editing function of the system is adequate,
manual checking and reviewing of the finished
reports can be minimized. The system must
perform three primary control and edit functions:

• Account for all data. The system should
check that it has processed all data prepared
for processing. For time and billing systems,
this can be accomplished in several ways.
Manually prepared checklists can be
used to account for all employee time and
expense reports. A system-generated total
of the number of transactions entered
into the system can be compared to a prede
termined total. A system-generated hash total
on the employee and/or client number
of each transaction entered into the system
can be compared to a predetermined hash
total. (This method would also detect an
employee and/or client number that was
entered incorrectly into the system.)
System-generated totals of hours entered
into the system from time reports and dollars

entered from expense reports can be com
pared to predetermined totals.
• Balance all data. The system should check
for out-of-balance conditions.
• Edit data. The system should verify the
validity and reasonableness of the data
entered. The system should compare em
ployee numbers, service codes, and client
numbers with those set up on the time and
billing master files. The system should also
check that
■ Numeric fields contain only numbers.
■ Required fields are not blank.
■ The period ending date is correct for the
current processing.
■ Reference fields, such as transaction
source identification, are present and
correct.
■ Data for a particular period are not
entered twice.
■ Hours are not entered for nonexistent
dates, such as April 31.
The edit report should provide a complete
listing of all errors detected by the system
(balancing, coding, and so forth). Errors
should be clearly identified to facilitate correc
tion and re-entry. All fields contained in the
transaction should be printed, and control
totals should be generated for numeric fields.
Generally, transactions are printed on edit
reports in the sequence in which they were
5

entered to make it easier to resolve errors,
particularly out-of-balance conditions.
Resolution and Correction of Errors. The
system should provide for control over detected
errors until they have been resolved. Error
handling procedures vary among systems;
considerable investigation and planning should
be done to determine the procedures most
suitable for a particular firm. Two major factors
must be considered:

• Error-handling procedures can become the
source of additional error.
• Corrected transactions should be subjected
to the same edits and controls that were
applied to original transactions.
Because of differences in systems, equipment,
anticipated transaction volumes, and so

forth, it is difficult to set specific guidelines for
error-handling procedures; however, several
points should be considered:
• Since data entry may be a limiting factor on
the throughput of many small computers, it
is usually better not to have the operator
resolve each error as it is detected, but rather
for a complete edit report to be produced
and directed to someone else for error
resolution.
• If several batches are being processed, the
error-free batches should be processed and
the erroneous batches should be held in
a temporary work file; all work should not be
held until the errors can be resolved.
• As many types of errors as possible should be
detected by the edit program before addi
tional processing or file updating takes place.

Reporting Features
The CPA should use the firm profile worksheet
to relate the firm’s requirements to the report
ing features of potential systems. Usually,
system cost and operational complexity increase
as system reporting capabilities increase.
Master File Information. Master files contain
relatively permanent information stored on
computer files and referenced by the system
during processing. Time and billing systems
have three types of master file information:
staff information, client information, and
service code information.

Staff Information. The staff information required
for a basic system includes
• Employee name
• Employee number
• Employee billing rate
The types of information required for some of the
additional reporting features found in more
complex systems include
• Multiple billing rates for each employee.
Calculation of billing amount at the rate
applicable to the specific service provided
(for example, audit or MAS).
• Classification code. Productivity analysis
by class of employee (for example, partner,
manager, or staff).
• Department-assigned-to code. Productivity
analysis by department (audit, tax, or MAS).
• Office-assigned-to code. Productivity
6

analysis and other management reports by
office.
• Budget data. Comparison of actual time to
budgeted time by activity.
Client Information. The client information
required for a basic system includes
•
•
•
•
•

Client name
Client number
Client address
Client telephone number
Billing responsibility

The types of information required for some of the
additional reporting features found in more
complex systems include
• Engagement number. Time and charges
accumulated and reported separately for
each engagement applicable to a par
ticular client.
• Engagement due date. Listing of clients by
engagement due dates for control and
scheduling.
• Additional firm members with billing responsi
bility. Identification of multiple billing
responsibility.
• Office-assigned-to code. Profit analysis
and other management reports by office.
• Year-end. Listing of clients by year-end
dates for control and scheduling.
• Entity type code. Profit analysis and other
management reports by entity type (for
example, corporation, trust, or individual).

• Industry type code. Profit analysis and
other management reports by industry type.
• Credit rating. Credit control.
• Client’s key employees’ names and titles.
Computerized maintenance of relevant client
information.
• Work location. Engagement control and
planning.
• Special data. Identification of special
considerations, such as profit-sharing plans
or consolidated tax returns.
Service Code Information. In computerized
time and billing systems, service codes are used
to categorize the types of services performed
for clients. The service codes and related
activity descriptions are stored in a computer
file for access during processing. The service
code structure provided by potential systems
should be flexible enough to accommodate the
amount of detail required by the firm. Usually,
as system capabilities increase, cost and
operational complexity also increase. Therefore,
service code requirements should be care
fully analyzed to ensure that the firm is not
planning to adopt an unnecessarily complex
service code structure.
Examples of a basic and a more complex
service code structure are illustrated in
figures 2 and 3.
Accumulation of Time and Charges.

Time

and charges are entered into the system
from the following sources:
•
•
•
•

Employee time sheets.
Employee expense reports.
Firm disbursements chargeable to clients.
Miscellaneous firm expenses chargeable to
clients.

On the basis of the data entered from these
sources, the following reports are produced:
•
•
•
•

Edit reports
Summaries of work-in-process
Work-in-process detail reports
Analyses of time and charges

Employee Time Sheets. The employee time
sheet provides the basis for the accumulation
and calculation of the accounting fee. Be
cause most of the transactions processed
through the system originate from the time sheet,
it is very important that this form is designed
so that it can be filled out easily. Time
sheets should be submitted for processing at
least weekly or semi-monthly to provide for
timely accumulation of billing data and for

FIGURE 2
BASIC SERVICE CODE STRUCTURE

Chargeable Activities

10
20
25
30
40
50
55

Audit
Review
Compilation
Tax
Management advisory services
Clerical
Other

Nonchargeable Activities

90
91
92
93
94
95
99

Holiday
Vacation
Sickness
Unassigned
Professional development
Administrative
Other

orderly scheduling of computer processing. This
interval also provides close monitoring of
staff progress on assignments.
Either the unit system or the decimal
system is satisfactory for processing the data
through a computer. Generally, the smallest
time reporting unit used is a quarter or a tenth of
an hour.
Employee time sheet information required
for a basic system includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time period covered.
Employee name.
Employee number.
Client name.
Client number.
Service codes for chargeable activities.
Time worked.
Service codes and descriptions for nonchargeable activities.

Information required for some of the additional
reporting features found in more complex
systems includes
• Engagement code
• Description of work performed
• Standard billing rate override
An example of a weekly time sheet is illus
trated in figure 4.
Employee Expense Reports. The form used to
enter employee expenses into the system
should be designed to simplify data entry. Some
systems include employee expenses on the
time sheet to reduce the number of input
entries.
7

FIGURE 3
A MORE COMPLEX SERVICE CODE STRUCTURE

Chargeable Activities
Contact and proposal
Planning
Field work
Review
Client conferences
SEC reports
Staff assistance, meetings
Tax planning
Individual tax return
Corporate tax return
Partnership tax return
Fiduciary tax return
Estate/gift tax return
Pension, profit-sharing, ERISA
Property tax return
Tax cases
General ledger accounting
Payroll accounting
Clerical
Other

Audit

Review
and
Compilation

101
102
103
104
105
106
110
111

140
150

Nonchargeable Activities
Administrative:
601 Switchboard and reception
602 Filing and mailroom
603 Timekeeping
604 Billing
605 Stenographic (nonchargeable)
606 Office administration
607 Partner and manager meetings
608 Recruiting
609 Other administrative
610 Tax processing and copying
Professional Development:
701 P.D. coordination and development
702 Preparation and teaching—in-house course
703 Professional development
704 Professional organization meetings
Time
901
902
903

Off:
Holiday
Vacation
Sick time

The amount of detail that can be entered
varies among systems. Expense data required
for a basic system include
•
•
•
•
•
•
8

Period ending
Employee name
Employee number
Client name
Client number
Date

Tax

201
202
203
204
205

301
302

210
211

310
311
312
313
* 314
315
316
317
318
319

Management
Advisory
Services

Other
Accounting
Services

401
402
403
404
405

501
502

410

510

440
450

530
531
540
550

304
305

340
350

240
250

611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619

504
505

Quality control (nonchargeable)
Company newsletter
Unassigned time
Civic relations—Government
Civic relations—Chamber of Commerce
Civic relations—Charitable
Civic relations—Service clubs
Client relations
New client development

705 Staff meetings
706 Professional committees and officer activity
707 Other professional development

904 Maternity time
905 Funeral
906 Personal time off

• Amount
• Chargeable expense category
• Nonchargeable expense category
Data required for some of the additional
reporting features found in more complex
systems include
• Engagement number
• Expense description

9

FIGURE 4

CLIENT NAME

92
93
94
95
99

SICKNESS

UNASSIGNED

PROF DEVELOPMENT

ADMINISTRATIVE

OTHER

YR.

DESCRIPTION OF
WORK PERFORMED

DAY

WEEK ENDED

TOTAL HOURS

NONCHARGEABLE TIME

approved

EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE ______________________________________________________

91

VACATION

MO.

TOTAL CHARGEABLE TIME

SVC.
CODE

90

NO.

HOLIDAY

NONCHARGEABLE TIME

CLIENT
NUMBER

EMPLOYEE NAME

DATE

DATE .

SUN.

MON.

TUES.

WED.

THURS.

CPA FIRM

FRI.

SAT.

TOTAL

(REPORT TIME TO NEAREST ¼ HOUR)

WEEKLY TIME REPORT

If the firm plans to use the same form for both
employee expense reporting and data entry,
additional information required by the Internal
Revenue Service must also be included.
Figure 5 contains an example of a typical
employee expense form used for data entry.
Direct Firm Disbursements. Typically, air fare,
hotel, and similar expenses paid directly by
the firm and chargeable to clients are entered
into the system from the check copies. It is
important to establish procedures and controls
to ensure that all such expenses are properly
entered into the system.
Miscellaneous Firm Charges to Clients. Stan
dard input forms should be used to enter
miscellaneous firm charges to clients for toll
calls, photocopying, postage, and similar
expenses. Such an input form is shown in
figure 6.
Edit Reports. The system should produce an
edit report before updating the time and billing
files. (Edit reports were discussed on page 5.)
Figure 7 contains an example of a typical
edit report.
Summaries of Work-in-Process. Using the data
entered, the system should be able to produce
a summary of work-in-process by client
(shown in figure 8). This report is usually printed
monthly or semi-monthly and provides a
one-line analysis of each client’s unbilled
work-in-process. Reports that include an aging
of work-in-process are preferable because
they provide an indication of charges that may
become unbillable. Some systems provide
the option of either printing this report in client
number order or ranking unbilled work-inprocess so that the largest dollar values are
printed first.
For firms with more than one person who
authorizes billing, the system should be able to
produce a work-in-process report by billing
responsibility. This indicates each person’s
contribution to the total work-in-process.
Such a report is shown in figure 9.
For firms with more than one office, the
system should provide subtotals of work-inprocess by office. The firm’s requirements
determine the level of detail and printing options
required for these reports.
Work-in-Process Detail Reports. The work-inprocess detail report provides a historical
record for each client. The system should be
able to perform the following functions:•
• Summarize work-in-process by type of service
performed and by individual.
10

• Transfer unbilled services between clients. If
applicable, transfer unbilled services
between persons with billing responsibility
and between offices.
• Process interim billings that reduce the total
unbilled time without affecting the workin-process detail in the file.
• Process partial billings that delete applicable
work-in-process detail from the file.
Some systems provide a balance-forward
report with only the current period’s activity
listed in detail. This is difficult to work with
and is usually less desirable than a detailed
report by client; however, the additional time
required to print detailed reports must be
considered. In some cases, it may be more effi
cient to look up prior detail by referring to
balance-forward reports. Billing on a regular
basis will help minimize these problems.
Additional features found in some systems
include
• Work-in-process detail reports designed so
that they can be used as billing drafts.
Space is provided to enter adjustments to
standard billing rates.
• The capability to allocate billing adjustments
to individual staff members and to per
sons with billing responsibility.
• The capability to produce, when required,
work-in-process detail reports for specific
clients.
The work-in-process detail reports are
usually prepared monthly, even though billing is
on a weekly or biweekly basis.
Figure 10 contains an example of a work-inprocess detail report.
Analyses of Time and Charges. Many systems
provide additional management information
on the basis of the data entered into the system
from the employee time sheets and expense
forms. This information requires the use of more
detailed forms than those depicted in
figures 4 and 5. Typical reports include
• Employee time analysis. This provides a
breakdown of each employee’s chargeable
and nonchargeable hours and dollar amounts
for the reporting period. The report provides
a quick comparison of all employees’
performances. A percentage analysis of
chargeable versus nonchargeable hours is a
useful feature that provides an indication
of each employee’s relative performance
without the distortion that is caused by
different billing rates. Figure 11 contains an
example of a typical time analysis report.
• Employee productivity analysis. This report
summarizes each employee’s billable and

nonbillable activity for each month. Many
systems also provide a comparison of
chargeable and nonchargeable time to
budgeted time. Figure 12 contains an example
of an employee analysis report.
• Summary of nonchargeable time. A detailed
breakdown of the firm’s nonchargeable
time can prove useful. Figure 13 contains an
example of this report.
The level of detail and variety of analyses
vary greatly among systems. Which reports
should be included in a firm’s minimum
specifications is determined by the firm’s
specific information requirements.
Client Billing. Using the billing instructions
that are entered, the system should produce
a billing journal that

• Lists the billings to clients.
• Summarizes the work-in-process removed
from the unbilled work-in-process file.
• Accumulates billing adjustments.
In many systems, the billings are summarized by
type of service rendered. At a minimum, the
billing journal should be produced monthly.
Figure 14 contains an example of a billing
journal.
Two additional reports produced by many
systems are
• A billing follow-up report (shown in figure 15).
• An annual client billing summary (shown in
figure 16).
Practices and procedures for invoice prep
aration vary among firms. Many firms with
computerized time and billing systems still
prepare invoices manually from data supplied
by the system. In other firms, invoice drafts are
prepared by the system. These drafts include
suggested wording and fees computed at
standard rates. The person with billing
responsibility then modifies, as required, both
the wording and the fee to be charged. A final
invoice is prepared, either manually or by
the EDP system. Some time and billing systems
provide automatic invoice preparation and
entry of client billings into accounts receivable.
These invoices must still be subject to review
by the individual in charge of the client before
they are sent to the client.

Figure 17 is an example of a computergenerated invoice.

Most time and billing
systems also provide accounts receivable
processing based on the amounts billed to
clients. Usually, a form is provided for accumu
lating collections and adjustments for entry
into the system (figure 18), and a cash receipts
and adjustments journal is produced on the
basis of the data entered (figure 19).
The system should produce an aged
accounts receivable listing that provides a
detailed analysis of the firm’s receivables.
Depending on individual requirements, the sys
tem should be able to sequence the report
by office and by billing responsibility. Some
systems also include in this report the date and
amount of the last payment received from
each client. Figure 20 contains an example of a
typical aged accounts receivable listing.
The accounts receivable statements pro
duced by the system may be either the balanceforward type or the detailed open-item type.
Generally, the open-item type is preferable.
Figure 21 contains an example of an open-item
statement.
Some systems also produce an accounts
receivable follow-up report (shown in figure 22)
that is useful for management control over
past-due accounts.

Accounts Receivable.

De
pending on the data maintained in the computer
files, many systems also provide supple
mental reports and listings that can be printed at
the user’s option. Typical examples include
Supplemental Reports and Listings.

• Due-date monitoring reports, such as engage
ment due-date lists and client year-end
lists. Figure 23 contains an example of a client
year-end list.
• Lists of clients with pension plans, profitsharing plans, and so forth (shown in
figure 24).
• Mailing labels for all clients or categories of
clients (such as members of controlled
groups, subchapter S corporations, and so
forth). A sheet of client mailing labels is
shown in figure 25.
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Time and Billing Data
Processing Options
The data processing options available to a firm
selecting a computerized time and billing
system were mentioned in the introduction. They
are an in-house computer, leased time, a
service center, and timesharing or remote batch
services. Of course, the desirability of each

option for a particular firm depends on the firm’s
characteristics and circumstances; how
ever, there are aspects of each option that can be
considered as general advantages or
disadvantages.

In-House Computer
The in-house computer option involves the CPA
firm in installing equipment on its premises
and assuming full responsibility for data process
ing operations. The advantages and disad
vantages of this option are likely to be as follows.

equipment and application software are
offered as turnkey systems. This can be a
highly cost-effective way of obtaining an
in-house system.

Advantages

Disadvantages

Input
• The CPA can control the privacy of data, since
all data and data files remain on the firm’s
premises.
• Input formats can be designed to meet
specific needs.
Processing
• Processing priorities can be modified to effect
the most efficient and responsive operation
of the installation.
• Some of the newer interactive, small business
computer systems enable the CPA to review
a report on a visual display terminal before
it is actually printed.
Output
• If software is internally developed, report
formats are under the direct control of the
CPA. Although most outside vendors’ systems
allow some flexibility in this area, chang
ing report formats can be difficult.
• Turnaround time is under the full control of the
CPA.
Costs
• Highly capable, low-cost equipment is be
coming available today in the business
computer market. Such equipment is being
supported with application programs by firms
that specialize in application software for
given computers. Packages of computer

Input
• Methods, forms, and manuals must be devel
oped, and personnel need to be trained.
If an application package is purchased, the
methods, forms, and manuals are usually
provided by the vendor, and vendors may also
conduct the required training.
Processing
• Application programs available for in-house
use may be less sophisticated than those
available for timesharing or through a service
center. This is often the case, since the
in-house equipment tends to have less
capacity than the large-scale equipment
used by a data processing service center.
• The CPA firm must bear the responsibility for
program maintenance.
Output
• All handling of forms must be done within the
firm.
Costs
• There can be a relatively high fixed cost for
equipment.
• Additional space may be required.
• Computer programs must be obtained by
purchase, rent, or internal development. It is
the CPA’s responsibility to make sure that
such programs satisfy operating and
documentation requirements.
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Leased Time
Companies that have excess time available often
sell or lease such time to others. This block
time, if it is available, may be an attractive
alternative to owning hardware.
Under the leased time alternative, person
nel, input equipment, and supplies may be either
obtained from the lessor or provided by the
lessee. If the lessee provides such items, then
the cost considerations are similar to those
for in-house processing.
The use of leased time should be consid
ered in the following situations:
• There is no in-house equipment, and the CPA
desires to obtain some “ hands-on” computer
experience without making a large dollar
commitment.
• Processing volume does not justify in-house
equipment.
The advantages and disadvantages of
leased time are likely to be as follows.

Advantages
Input
• The CPA can control the privacy of data by
retaining possession of all data and data files.
• Input formats can be designed to meet
specific needs.
Processing
• Processing priorities can be modified within
the available block time to effect the most
efficient and responsive operation of the
installation.
• Some of the new interactive, small business
computer systems enable the CPA to review a
report at a visual display terminal before
it is printed.
Output
• If software is developed internally, report
formats are underthe direct control of the CPA.
Although most outside vendors’ systems
allow some flexibility in this area, changing
report formats can be difficult.
Costs
• There is a low fixed cost for processing, since
charges are only for the actual computer
time used and other direct costs, plus
appropriate personnel and supply costs.
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Disadvantages
Input
• Methods, forms, and manuals must be
developed, and personnel need to be trained.
If an application package is purchased, the
methods, forms, and manuals are usually
provided by the vendor, and the vendor may
also conduct the required training.
Processing
• Application programs available under the
leased time option may be less sophisticated
than those available for timesharing or
through a service center, primarily because
the equipment tends to have less capacity
than the large-scale equipment used by data
processing service centers.
• The CPA firm must bear the responsibility for
program maintenance.
• In most leased time situations, the lessor has
the initial right to use the system and
may refuse the lessee access to the system.
• The computer may be available to the lessee
only during off hours (for example, between
1 0 : 0 0 p m and 6 : 0 0 a m ).
• The computer to be leased and the available
time and billing computer programs may
not be compatible.
• A hardware change by the lessor could
require the lessee to undergo a costly program
and file conversion effort or to seek another
source of computer time.
Output
• Scheduling problems can occur, so the lessee
has to be flexible. Scheduling changes
may be caused by hardware failures or other
lessor emergencies. Since the lessor
controls the equipment, his processing will
generally take precedence. If this occurs
during peak processing periods, the condition
may lead to late output and delayed
billings and collections.
• All handling of forms must be done by the
CPA firm.
Costs
• Computer programs must be purchased,
rented, or internally developed. It is the CPA's
responsibility to make sure that the pro
grams satisfy operating and documentation
requirements.

Service Center
A service center is a business offering data
processing services on a time or volume
basis. These services typically include convert
ing input data to machine-readable form,
processing the data, and returning output to the
user. A service center may also offer system
design and programming services for custom
izing applications to user specifications.
In turn, they may process a customer’s data
using the customer’s programs or their own
application packages.
The advantages and disadvantages of the
service center option are as follows.

Costs
• Usually, there is a minimal capital investment,
but there may be a fixed-term contract or
program modification cost.
• Fixed cost for personnel and equipment is
low.
• Firm management is not involved in the
processing operation.
Disadvantages

Advantages

Input
• Because information leaves the CPA’s office,
there is a possibility that it may be subject
to loss or unauthorized access.

Input
• A good user instruction manual is usually
available.
Processing
• Service centers may offer highly sophisticated
programs providing a wide range of reports.
• There is little or no space required for equip
ment on the CPA’s premises.

Output
• Turnaround time can be increased because
work must be moved to and from the service
center.
• Output report formats may be limited by the
service center software and operating
policies.
• Rerun delays can be aggravating and costly.

Timesharing and Remote Batch Processing
Timesharing and remote batch processing are
data processing methods that use terminal
devices connected to a large central computer
by telephone or other means of communication.
The advantages and disadvantages of these
options are as follows.
Advantages
Input
• Because source documents do not leave the
firm’s premises, the CPA can exercise
control over the privacy of the source docu
ments.
• There can be an immediate indication of input
errors.
Processing
• Equipment space requirements are small.
• Problems related to the management of a data
processing center operation are minimized.
• Many timesharing services have time and
billing systems available for use by CPAs.
This eliminates the front-end cost of develop
ing or purchasing application programs.
Output
• Selected inquiry capability is available on
interactive systems.

• The established data base can be used for
sophisticated financial analysis, personnel
analysis, and forecasting if such applications
are also available.
Costs
• Set-up costs are minimal, and equipment
costs are low.
• Costs are more directly related to elective use.
Some vendors offer a pricing plan that helps
to overcome high storage costs.
Disadvantages
Input/Output
• Many terminal devices are like typewriters
and have slow input and output capabilities.
• Although transmission difficulties seldom
arise, the user should be aware that inter
ference can result in lost data.
• When firm information is placed on files at the
timesharing or remote batch service, there
is a possibility that it may be subject to
unauthorized access or use.
Costs
• On-line data storage is often more expensive
than alternative modes of storage.
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• Operator delays, excessive manipulation
of data, or the processing of large data files
can result in high costs.
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• Where local telephone connection to the
timesharing facility is not available, long
distance charges may be expensive; however,
most services do provide local access
numbers or 800 numbers.

Selecting a Processing
Option
After reviewing the advantages and disadvan
tages of the various data processing options,
the CPA should eliminate the nonviable options.
For example, if a firm’s location precludes
service centers and timesharing telephone costs
are too expensive, then these options should be
dropped from consideration.
The firm should then contact vendors who
provide services or equipment for the remain
ing options and ask them to develop pro
posals. Figure 26 lists some available sources
of vendor names. The vendors should be sup
plied with a list of the required reports and
features, the estimated transaction volumes, and
the projected data storage requirements.
(This information should have been developed
when the firm profile worksheet (figure 1) was
completed.) If the firm is planning to process

additional applications, total activity volume
must be considered.
A written request for proposal (RFP) should
be sent to the eligible vendors. (Figure 27
presents a sample request for proposal.) The
RFP should contain the information that each
vendor will need so that they all will be making
proposals on the basis of the same specifica
tions. The RFP should also contain background
information to assist the vendors in making
realistic proposals that will be appropriate for
the firm’s operating environment. Ground rules
that vendors are expected to follow when
submitting proposals should be clearly
defined. The criteria that the firm will use in
making its selection should be presented in
detail.4

FIGURE 26
PUBLISHERS OF INFORMATION ON AVAILABLE VENDORS

Association of Computer Users, Inc., PO Box 9003, Boulder, Colorado 80301
Association of Data Processing Service Organizations (ADAPSO),
1925 North Lynn Street, Arlington, Virginia 22209
Auerbach Publishers, Inc., 6560 North Park Drive, Pennsauken, New Jersey
08109
Datapro Research Corporation, 1805 Underwood Boulevard, Delran, New
jersey 08075
GML Corporation, 594 Marrett Road, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
International Computer Programs, Inc., 9000 Keystone Crossing, Indianapolis,
Indiana 46240
International Management Services, Inc., 2 Frederick Street. Framingham,
Massachusetts 01701
Management Information Corporation, 140 Barclay Center, Cherry Hill,
New Jersey 08034

4 Guidelines

for General System Specifications,

p. 14.
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FIGURE 27
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

April 1, 19XX
A Hardware Vendor
Any Town, USA
Gentlemen:
We are requesting price quotations for electronic data processing equipment based on
the following specifications.
Application:

Time and billing system for use within a CPA firm.

Activity:

Current processing volumes include
800 clients
32 staff
160 time sheets per month
200 client invoices per month
600 accounts receivable
250 cash receipts and adjustments per month
In the next five years, processing volume is expected to double.

Hardware requirements:
Will consider any system that will meet our volume and software requirements.
System configuration:
Your price quotation should list specific components and provide details of lease
vs. purchase options and maintenance costs.
Equipment reliability:
Supply information about current estimates of
Mean-time to failure
Mean-time to repair
Percentage of anticipated downtime
Installation:
The following should be provided:
Site requirements: space, electrical, and environment.
Special installation costs.
Delivery schedule.
Software:
The vendor is expected to provide all required software on a turnkey basis. Software
costs should be included in the proposal.
Minimum features to be included in the proposed software system include
1. Identification of clients by name and number.
2. A service code structure that accommodates at least 50 chargeable
activities and 10 nonchargeable activities.
3. A service code description field of at least 20 characters.
4. A billing rate structure that accommodates at least five different billing
rates applicable to each employee.
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5. Standard billing rate override.
6. Client information maintained on computer files, including address,
telephone number, and year-end.
7. Provision for verifying that all input transactions have been processed.
8. Thorough editing of all input transactions. Editing should include, but not
be limited to, the following checks:
• Only numeric characters in a defined numeric field.
• No blanks in required fields.
• Duplicate entry of data.
9. Complete audit trail for all transactions, journals, and edits.
10. A standard facility for locating, resolving, and correcting errors.
11. The ability to reprocess without rebuilding the file.
12. Facility to transfer unbilled charges between clients.
13. Facility to transfer unbilled charges between persons with billing
responsibility.
14. Facility to process interim billings that reduce total unbilled time without
deleting work-in-process detail.
15. Facility to process partial billings, deleting applicable work-in-process
detail from the work-in-process file.
16. The following types of reports must be produced by the system:
• Unbilled-time-and-charges summary by client for each person with
billing responsibility and for overall firm.
• Work-in-process detail reports for each client that include details of
unbilled time and charges and a summary by type of services.
• Time and productivity analyses by employee and for overall firm.
• Billing journal showing variations from standard billing rates.
• Summary of nonchargeable time.
• Aged accounts receivable report by billing responsibility.
• Accounts receivable statements with details of open items.
• Cash-received-and-adjustments journal.
Support commitments:
Outline your capabilities in regard to
Staff training (operations and/or programming).
Location of nearest support office.
Availability of support personnel.
Expansion capability:
Describe the expansion capabilities of the proposed system, including representa
tive costs to upgrade.
Please respond by, or before, July 1, 19XX, addressing all correspondence or inquiries to
CPA Firm
City, State
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Evaluation and Selection
After proposals have been received from the
vendors, the final phase in the selection process
is the evaluation of the proposals and the
selection of the one proposal that provides the
best cost/requirements ratio. Because of the
difficulty in evaluating one system versus
another, it may be helpful to reduce the proposals
to quantitative factors. The system that is

selected should meet the firm’s specifications at
a reasonable cost.
To assist in the evaluation of the proposals,
the following worksheets are provided in
appendixes:
• Systems features checklist—Appendix 2
• Cost/benefit analysis—Appendix 3

Systems Features Checklist
The systems features checklist provides a means
of comparing proposals and of measuring a
proposed system against the system specifica
tions developed for the firm.
Part 1 provides a checklist of the features
required to meet the firm’s minimum specifica
tions. The absence of any of these features
should disqualify a system (see figure 28).
Part 2 lists the additional features to be
considered in evaluating systems that have met
the minimum specifications. The following values
should be assigned to the additional features
to assist in making a quantitative evaluation
(see figure 28).
Column A requires a judgment about the
importance of a feature, based on the following
scale:
0—Never used

1—
2—
3—
4—

Used
Used
Used
Used

25 percent of the time
50 percent of the time
75 percent of the time
almost all the time

Column B requires a judgment of how com
pletely a feature is provided, based on the
following scale:
- 2 —Not provided
- 1 —Provided to some degree
+2—Completely provided
By multiplying column A by column B, the
CPA can develop point values for the systems
under consideration. Also, the general system
specification checklist included in Guidelines
for General System Specifications for a Computer
System should be used in evaluating the use
of computers for time and billing systems.5

Cost/Benefit Analysis
A method to establish dollar values for alternative
systems is provided by the cost/benefit analysis
worksheet in Appendix 3. The various cost
elements for the current system and the systems
being evaluated are entered on the worksheet.
After the estimated annual cost of an alternative
system has been calculated, the total points
developed on the systems features checklist

(Appendix 2) for that system can be divided into
the cost to arrive at a cost-per-point amount. The
system having the lowest cost per point provides
the greatest satisfaction of system specifica
tions for the cost incurred. (This calculation is
not valid for systems with a negative total point
value.)

Test Processing
Before the firm makes a final selection, a job that
is representative of the firm’s processing
requirements should be set up and processed.
5 Guidelines
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for General System Specifications,

pp. 1 8 -2 1 .

This should be an actual job with live data;
the customer should not rely on a vendor’s
canned demonstration program. Firm personnel

should observe the system operation to determine the technical skills required to set up and
process the job, the accuracy and auditability

of each job step, and the time required for
processing. That time can be applied to the
firm’s projected processing volumes.

Summary
As with any data processing application,
careful planning and good communication are
essential to successful implementation of a time
and billing system. In a firm with two or
more partners, one partner or a committee
should be selected to investigate the alterna
tives and make a recommendation. It is neces
sary, however, that all partners be kept
informed and that the advantages and disadvan
tages of each alternative be thoroughly
discussed.
It is equally important to involve the people
who will be working with the system in order
to solicit their ideas and cooperation. This could
include secretaries, programmers, equipment
operators, and the office manager(s). Prior
to implementation, copies of the forms to be
used (time reports, work code listings, and so
on) should be distributed to the staff for their
review. The implementation schedule must allow
adequate time for user feedback. Provisions
should be made to “ run parallel” for a period of
time to ensure that the new system is oper
ating properly. A person in each office should be
selected to answer questions that may arise
during the early stages of implementation.
As stated in the introduction, there are many
benefits to using a computerized time and

billing system in a CPA firm. This guideline
describes a basic approach that can be used to
review and evaluate the many available alterna
tives; however, no standard evaluation
method can provide an exact fit with an individ
ual firm’s particular requirements. The steps
described in this guide must be viewed as a
starting point. In a given situation, they should be
modified to match the needs of the firm. For
example, a careful reading of the request for
proposal (RFP) that appears in figure 27 will
reveal that it does not exactly match the minimum
requirements described in this guideline;
rather, the RFP specifies the capabilities
that a particular firm requires for a system to
meet its needs.
For most CPA firms, the installation of a
computerized time and billing system will have
an impact, either good or bad, on future
activities. Although there is no foolproof way to
ensure that a firm will make the right decision,
this guideline, and the supplemental material
listed in the bibliography, should provide the
CPA with a starting point for making an orga
nized and rational evaluation that will lead
to the selection of a system that will satisfy
the firm’s requirements at a reasonable cost.
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FIGURE 28
SYSTEMS FEATURES CHECKLIST

VENDOR .
SYSTEM .
1. MINIMUM FEATURES
(A) Does the system provide the following minimum processing features?

YES
(a)

Identification of clients and employees by name and number_________

(b)

Adequate service code structure

(c)

Adequate service code description field____________________________

(d)

Adequate billing rate structure

(e)

Adequate client information maintained on computer files____________

(f)

Account for all transactions

(g)

Balance all transactions

(h)

Edit all transactions________ _ _ _________

(i)

Adequate audit trail in journals and edits

(j)

Facility to locate and resolve errors

(k)

Facility to reprocess time and billing reports

(l)

Facility to transfer unbilled charges between clients_________________

_______________________ _____

_____ __

______
________ ____________ _

______________ ________ _

(m) Facility to transfer unbilled charges between persons with billing
responsibility
_____ _
(n)

Facility to process interim billings that reduce total unbilled time without
deleting work-in-process detail
__________ _

(o)

Facility to process partial billings deleting applicable work-in-process
detail from the work-in-process file
_____ _______ _

(P)

(q)

E MPLOYEE

CLASSI FICATION

OFFICE - ASSIGNED - To CODING______________

(r)

(s)
(t)
( u ).

(v)

(w)

(x)
(y )

(z)

Note: Any “no” should disqualify a system.
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CODIN G ___________

NO

FIGURE 28 (c o n tin u e d )

(B) Does the system provide the following minimum reporting features?

YES
(a)

Unbilled-time-and-charges summary by client for each person with
billing responsibility and for overall firm

(b)

Work-in-process detail reports for each client that include details of
unbilled time and charges and a summary by type of services

(c)

Adequate time and productivity analyses

(d)

Summary of nonchargeable time_________________________________

(e)

Billing journal showing variations from standard billing rates

(f)

Aged accounts receivable report by billing responsibility

(g)

Accounts receivable statements with details of open items

(h)

Cash-received-and-adjustments journal

(i)
(j)

NO

follow-up report__________________

ACCOUNTS RECEIVAABLE FOLLOW-UP REPORT

Note: Any “no” should disqualify a system.
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APPENDIX 1

FIRM PROFILE WORKSHEET
Current
Requirements

Projected
Requirements
in Five Years

1. Staff Information

Number of
Clerical staff
Professional staff
Partners
Firm members with billing responsibility
Employee classifications
2. Client Information

Number of
Clients
Separate concurrent engagements for each client
(maximum)
Client entity types (corporations, trusts, etc.)
Client industry types
3. Firm Information

Number of
Offices
Departments
Chargeable activities
Nonchargeable activities
Expense categories
Billing rates for each employee (maximum)
4. Work Load Information

Number of
Time reporting periods per month
Time sheets per time reporting period
Client invoices per month
Accounts receivable
Cash receipts and adjustments per month
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SYSTEMS FEATURES CHECKLIST
VENDOR _
SYSTEM _
1. MINIMUM FEATURES
(A) Does the system provide the following minimum processing features?

YES
(a)

Identification of clients and employees by name and number

(b)

Adequate service code structure

(c)

Adequate service code description field

(d)

Adequate billing rate structure

(e)

Adequate client information maintained on computer files

(f)

Account for all transactions

(g)

Balance all transactions

(h)

Edit all transactions

(i)

Adequate audit trail in journals and edits

(j)

Facility to locate and resolve errors

(k)

Facility to reprocess time and billing reports

(l)

Facility to transfer unbilled charges between clients

(m) Facility to transfer unbilled charges between persons with billing
responsibility
(n)

Facility to process interim billings that reduce total unbilled time without
deleting work-in-process detail

(o)

Facility to process partial billings deleting applicable work-in-process
detail from the work-in-process file

Note: Any “no” should disqualify a system.
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(B) Does the system provide the following minimum reporting features?

YES
(a)

Unbilled-time-and-charges summary by client for each person with
billing responsibility and for overall firm

(b)

Work-in-process detail reports for each client that include details of
unbilled time and charges and a summary by type of services

(c)

Adequate time and productivity analyses

(d)

Summary of nonchargeable time

(e)

Billing journal showing variations from standard billing rates

(f)

Aged accounts receivable report by billing responsibility_____________

(g)

Accounts receivable statements with details of open items

(h)

Cash-received-and-adjustments journal

NO

Note: Any “no” should disqualify a system.
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2. ADDITIONAL FEATURES
(A) Does the system provide the following additional processing features?
Relative
Importance
(0-4 )
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Extent
Provided
by System
( - 2 , - 1 , +2)

System
Evaluation
Score
(A x B)

APPENDIX 2 (c o n t in u e d )

(B) Does the system provide the following additional reporting features?
Relative
Importance
(0-4 )

Extent
Provided
by System
( - 2 , - 1 , +2)

System
Evaluation
Score
(AxB)

SUBTOTAL—ADDITIONAL REPORTING FEATURES
SUBTOTAL—ADDITIONAL PROCESSING FEATURES
TOTAL
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Other

Forms handling

Storage

Other Equipment:

Maintenance service

Terminal

Computer

Data entry

Data Processing Equipment:

Other

Clerical

Programming

Supervision

Personnel:

DIRECT COSTS

PRESENT SYSTEM_________ 1_______________ 2_______________ 3_______________ 4________

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS/(COST REDUCTION)

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

APPENDIX 3
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(A) S ee form 4 (p. 25 ) in

ALTERNATIVESYSTEMS

ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS/(COST REDUCTION)

Guidelines for General System Specifications for a Computer System.

Amortized Conversion Costs (A)

Allocated Costs

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

Service Center or Timesharing Fees

Computer Software and/or
Program Development Expense

Maintenance and janitorial

Utilities

Floor space

Occupancy:

Miscellaneous (ribbons, etc.)

Storage media (tape, disk, etc.)

Output forms

Input forms

Supplies:

Postage

Toll charges

Telephone equipment

Communications Expense:
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